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Tital:Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Osteoporosis Screening in Kerman 

Abstract 

Introduction: Osteoporosis is the most common metabolic bone disease, characterized in 

particular with reduced amount of bone minerals and matrix. The high prevalence of the 

disease and associated fractures is among the factors that incur great treatment costs and 

cause mortality in coming decades. Investigation into the [financial] burden of osteoporosis 

in Iran showed that the cost per disability-adjusted life year (DALY) is  [rials]. 

Methodology: This cross-sectional, econometric, cost-effectiveness study was conducted in 

. The eligible subjects included all people over  years of age in Kerman County.  The 

statistical population included all women and men older than  years in Kerman, Iran. First, 

screening was conducted in two stages. The first stage included the administration of the 

osteoporosis self-assessment tool and completion of the questionnaire. The second stage was 

the administration of dual x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) for the subjects at high risk. The 

Markov decision-tree model was made in TreeAge , using data obtained from this and 

other studies. Finally, the cost-effectiveness analysis was conducted. In addition, the 

sensitivity analysis of uncertainty parameters of the model was carried out. 

Findings: In total,  out of  persons, invited for face-to-face interview at home, did 

the interview ( ).   people ( ) were women and  were illiterate and  were 

resident in the city. A total of  people who took the guidance for densitometry performed 

 subjects with Density ( , - -  CI). In the analysis of logistic regression, 

the variables of location, gender and known risk of osteoporosis were significantly correlated 

with DXA acceptance, and osteoporosis also increased with age. 

The costs of both OST and DXA methods are presented in terms of health insurance. The 

third strategy cost, which is  Rials, costs more than other strategies. The 

effectiveness of each strategy is , , , respectively, which is the third most 

desirable strategy. The third strategy is to perform OST using DXA at the highest cost and its 

value is . 

Conclusion: This study showed that less than one third of people over the age of  were 

willing to study DXA despite showing homeopathic information about the risks of 

osteoporosis and providing free DXA, showing a low participation rate ( ) in the study.  



As a result, the cost-effectiveness of osteoporosis screening with OST/DXA is greater than 

with DXA alone or do nothing. Therefore, healthcare insurance policymakers are 

recommended to cover the costs of osteoporosis screening. 
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